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ABSTRACT
Fact checking has captured the attention of the media and the public alike; it has also recently received strong attention from the computer science community, in particular from data and knowledge management, natural language processing and information retrieval; we denote these together under the term “content management”. In this paper, we identify the fact checking tasks which can be performed with the help of content management technologies, and survey the recent research works in this area, before laying out some perspectives for the future. We hope our work will provide interested researchers, journalists and fact checkers with an entry point in the existing literature as well as help develop a roadmap for future research and development work.

1 INTRODUCTION
Journalism is about reporting the state of the world and events that affect society. Journalists’ ethics aim to accuracy, objectivity, impartiality and accountability. However, these are notoriously hard to ensure, as individuals perceive the world subjectively through the prism of their personal mix of our experiences and values. Thus, while the perception of some events may reach a certain degree of consensus (e.g. ongoing natural disaster), others are violently disagreed upon (e.g. claims made about candidates’ past in an election campaign). The tension between fact reporting and value-and emotion-based interpretation is also visible in the variety of journalist roles, with reporter and fact checker at one end of the spectrum focusing on facts, and analysts, pundits and columnists at the other end, each interpreting and distilling such reports into a narrative their audience appreciates them for.

The Internet has also changed the landscape in an unprecedented way. Paradoxically, in an era where information has never been so widely available, access to relevant, trustworthy and accurate information is hard to get. In some (mostly online) media sphere, facts widely supported with science are being ignored or marginalized in favor of narratives supported by influence groups; human impact on climate change is the foremost example. Skepticism towards journalists or more generally media has always existed; the Internet is making it easier to lead a social life from which contradiction is absent (“bubble effect”) and to be exposed only to content one already agrees with (“echo chamber”) and piercing such bubbles with facts is becoming increasingly hard. Also, the multiplication of online media outlets and the possibility to automate misinformation spreading through social bots puts this task out of the reach of human journalists; computerized tools are called for, and are increasingly explored by researchers from many scientific communities.

Since 2015, we have been collaborating with journalists from Le Monde, France’s leading national newspaper, in an R&D project named ContentCheck, focused on content management technologies for journalistic fact checking [38]. The goal of this paper is to analyze and understand what role content management technologies, seen as data and knowledge management, information extraction, natural language processing, and their interactions, can play toward facilitating, speeding up and improving fact-checking work, whether performed by journalists or other fact-checkers. 1 We stress that we do not believe it is feasible to “automate” fact-checking or journalistic work; nor is it desirable, since journalistic content is authored by humans who understand, shape and drive the interests and knowledge of their fellow humans. Instead, we are interested in the role content management can play as a provider of models, algorithms and tools.

Below, we characterize the perimeter of fact-checking work we are interested in, delimit it from other scientific and engineering areas, and highlight its complexity (Section 2); we survey existing research in the realm of fact checking, or related to it, in recent years (Section 3); finally, we identify some open problems, promising research directions, and requirements requirements for systems and platforms that will be developed in the area, still within a content management perspective.

2 COMPUTATIONAL FACT CHECKING
We define the scientific area we consider (Section 2.1), analyze its ingredients (Section 2.2) and finish our outline by acknowledging some of its limitations (Section 2.3).

2.1 Definition and perimeter
Originally, fact checking designated the correctness checking of all facts in news article before they are published; this is a core part of the journalistic work. Increasingly though, the term refers to

1While most fact-checkers are journalists by trade, others are concerned citizens focusing on a special topic, e.g. water pollution in a given city, scientists working on a topic where politics hotly disputes scientific truth etc.
the analyses of claims \textit{a posteriori}, after a certain article (or tweet, or speech etc.) is published, and often by people unaffiliated with the authors of the original content. Such fact checking work is performed by NGOs maintaining active, high-profile Web sites, such as FactCheck or PolitiFact in the US and FullFact in the UK, by specialists within established news organizations, such as the Fact Checker of the Washington Post\textsuperscript{2} in the US, the Décodeurs\textsuperscript{3} with Le Monde and Désintox\textsuperscript{4} within Libération, both major newspapers in France, and many others.

\textbf{Definition}: This paper focuses on \textit{a posteriori} fact checking, which we define as the investigative process consisting in:

1. \textit{extracting claims} from some discourse,
2. \textit{searching for the facts} the claims are based on,
3. \textit{assessing the accuracy} of the claim with regards to those backing facts, and
4. \textit{providing perspective} to claims for which there is no straightforward settlement.

Other definitions and design principles proposed in prior work include [3, 14, 63]. We believe our definition is both general and precise enough to encompass specialized systems capable of solving one of the above tasks, as well as end-to-end systems, providing solutions to several tasks. Broadly speaking, a full-fledged fact checking system enables the construction of specialized knowledge bases, lifting ambiguities inherent in natural language, correcting honest mistakes as well as purposeful misinformation, and archiving the result of such analysis in persistent, searchable, open repositories.

Note that some related scientific areas are left out of the focus of the present work. First, \textit{audio, image and video processing} have been very dynamic on this subject, notably through the field of multimedia forensics (image [6, 57, 70] or video [42, 55]), leading to verification systems and services such as ReEye, Tineye or InVID [61]; we do not cover their specific techniques and instead point to the above references. Second, the area of \textit{fake news detection} is closely related to fact checking, yet we view it as slightly distinct: the former includes any method for classifying a news item as true or false, including methods that do not consider the actual \textit{content} of the news but instead focus on aspects such as its linguistic style or its pattern of propagation in a social network [49, 50, 54]. We consider a technique falls in the scope of fact checking as soon as it examines the \textit{facts (content)} of a claim, usually against some \textit{reference} information. Clearly, fact checking can be seen a worthy component of fake news detection, to which it can bring the distinctive advantage of an \textit{explainable (transparent)} analysis, based on the reference facts.

\subsection*{2.2 Fact checking ingredients}

From the above definition, we can derive a set of steps involved in a fact check, up to the possible successful outcome (the fact is confirmed). This is the case if: (i) the fact leaves little to no room for alternative interpretations, (ii) it is backed by sufficient references to sources, (iii) the sources are reliable\textsuperscript{5}, and (iv) the claim is consistent with the sources.

If the claims is too vague, leading to \textit{too many distinct interpretations}, it is hard or impossible to check it effectively. If the fact checker \textit{lacks access to sufficient reliable sources}, there is not enough background against which to check. If the \textit{reliability} of the sources is in question, the fact check conclusion is hard to trust. Even in the presence of sufficient and reliable sources, evaluating claim accuracy is tricky, due in part to the need to \textit{contextualize} the claim, i.e., understand the precise setting (e.g., in which country, city, at which time) the claim is made; its validity can only be assessed in a specific context. Some claims may be crafted to mislead, i.e., look valid given some context or source that is either irrelevant or flawed.

For any step in the process not to be perceived as biased, \textit{transparency} is key. Indeed, this is apparent in the principles instated by the International Fact-Checking Network (IFCN), an organization sponsored by the Poynter Institute to “promote excellence in fact checking”.\textsuperscript{6}

1. A commitment to non-partisanship and fairness.
2. A commitment to the transparency of sources.
3. A commitment to the transparency of function and organization.
4. A commitment to the transparency of methodology.
5. A commitment to open and honest corrections.

Hence, whichever aspect of the fact checking method research tackles, transparency appears as a horizontal feature that \textit{must} taken into account, for the fact checking output to be useful as opposed to adding more noise to an already noisy landscape.

\subsection*{2.3 The limits of fact checking}

While technology can make fact checking easier and faster, its effectiveness is challenged by psychological or cultural barriers. “Confirmation bias” is the well-known psychological observation that people are more likely to believe what fits their prior views, leading to the man-made part of the “echo chamber”: automated recommendation system do the rest, shutting users in their “filter bubbles”. The exact extent to which filter bubbles and echo chambers contribute to promoting inaccurate or biased information is still being studied, e.g. [23, 24]. A study [41] has found that defiance towards fact checkers may in fact reinforce a reader’s perception if confronted directly (the so-called “backfire effect”), although more recent work on the topic show this may not be a primary matter of concern [65].

Another important issue is the time of the fact check versus the time of the original statement. A compelling article [58] argues that “fact checking is \textit{after-the-fact checking}” in the sense that the verification may come too late, after rumors and false information have had time to “stick” in their audience’s minds; the proposed solution is for correct, transparent and verifiable information to reach the audience first. Close to that idea, real-time fact checking aims at reducing the time between publication of the claim and that of their fact checks. However, near instant-correction can exacerbate

\textsuperscript{5}There can be disagreement on what is a reliable source. In this paper, we consider a source reliable to the extent that the fact checker trusts it, and/or there is significant consensus (e.g. by a very large majority) on its trustworthiness.

\textsuperscript{6}https://www.poynter.org/international-fact-checking-network-fact-checkers-code

\textsuperscript{principles}
the backfire effect [25], ultimately making readers more immune to such corrections. It has also been shown [53] that emotionally engaging information, including rumors and misinformations, spread fast on social networks, which is not always the case for corrections.

Yet, there is also evidence that sufficient and consistent corrections of a false perception may succeed in uprooting it [47]. In a close vein, showing online readers links to “related” stories, include some that correct a misinforming claim on the original page, has been shown to significantly reduce misperceptions [7]; this idea has been very recently taken up by Facebook in order to fight misinformation.

The “arms race” between misinformation and fact checking is still on and probably will be so for a while. The focus of this paper is on content management techniques which have been or could be developed toward making fact checking scalable, effective, efficient and transparent.

3 STATE OF THE ART

Figure 1 presents an overview of the tasks involved in fact checking (shown in black boxes), together with their inputs and outputs (shown in blue); main relevant works from the literature appear in their respective tasks.

The central task is to assess the accuracy of a claim accuracy, based on reference sources; this takes as input the claim, and outputs a fact check result or analysis. The claim may have to be extracted from a text source, made available through some media, such as newspapers, social media, political or government communication etc. Reference source search may be needed to identify the reference sources most suited in order to check a given claim. An active area of fact checking work is concerned with putting claims into perspective by analyzing how claim validity is impacted by a slight change in the claim statement. Finally, content management techniques are also called upon to facilitate publishing and sharing fact checking outputs.

The remainder of this section presents the results and techniques involved in each task. For completeness, we start by referring to works defining the fact checking perimeter (Section 3.1); subsequently, we consider: reference data source search (Section 3.2), reference data source construction, integration and refinement (Section 3.3), claim extraction from text (Section 3.4), claim accuracy assessment (Section 3.5), context-based claim interpretation and analysis (Section 3.6) and, last but not least, publishing and sharing fact-checking outputs (Section 3.7).

Few platforms available today implement all (or most) tasks. ClaimBuster [31, 32] (whose functionalities we describe below) is quite complete; a recent vision paper [48] points toward such a comparable architecture, and FullFact also states they are working to develop a complete platform [3]. The CJ Workbench [59] is another example of grass-root initiative to automate journalistic work. This is a very active research and development area today.

3.1 Defining computational fact checking

This very concept is still quite new, and its meaning is being gradually clarified, in an area (going between computer science and journalism) ripe with buzzwords such as fake news, post-truth and the like. We list below advances towards formally defining fact checking.

A pioneering paper on computational journalism [12] did not explicitly mention fact checking but identified many content management functionalities which journalists are advised to rely on, such as information extraction, document exploration, and data integration. Soon after, [14] considered ways in which technology could be used to further journalism values and goals, stated as: truth; public interest; and information. He identified NLP, data mining, machine learning, knowledge representation and information retrieval as computer science areas with the biggest contributions to computational journalism. From an NLP perspective, [63] defines fact checking as the assignment of a truth value to a claim made in a particular context, on an ordinal scale, borrowed from the popular Truth-o-Meter scale used by fact checking web sites Politifact (“True”, “Mostly True”, “Mostly False”, etc). It also presents a “golden standard” (fact checks) dataset of manually checked statements, against which automated checking methods can be evaluated.

The recent white-paper by FullFact [3] defines fact checking as a four-stage process where (i) media sources are monitored, (ii) claims are spotted, (iii) claims are checked, (iv) fact checking analysis results are created and published. This definition is quite consensual among the works we discuss below; claim spotting (also termed claim extraction) and claim accuracy checking have received most significant attention.

3.2 Reference data source search

To check a given claim, one needs to identify suitable reference sources against which to check, and if sources are many, select the most relevant ones.

In FactMinder [27], the authors envision fact-checking as a manual analysis of an article (not a specific claim) published online, against a background of reference data sources. They focus on identifying, in a reference database of RDF knowledge bases and structured documents, those semantically related to the entities (people, places etc.) present in the article to be fact-checked. The technical solution is based on (i) identifying (matching) the article entities to those in the reference RDF graph and (ii) evaluated pre-defined queries to retrieve the content “characterizing” entities of each known type (e.g., political appointments for a politician, albums and songs for a singer etc.). Query results are then displayed to the fact-checker as a background meant to help the check. Such automated background information search is not tailored to a specific claim to check.

DeFacto [26, 34] leverages search engines to collect pages potentially harboring evidence proving or disproving an input claim, considered to be an RDF triple. NLP techniques are applied to translate (enhance) the RDF claim into a set of topic terms which are then looked for in Web pages.

Stance detection is a recent task of information extraction, aiming at determining from a text whether it is in favor of a given target, against it, neutral or unrelated. For example, the tweet “@realDonaldTrump is the only honest voice of the @GOP” expresses a positive stance towards the target Donald Trump [2].
The availability, coverage and quality of reference data sources is crucial to the success of fact checking. We mention here areas of research work whose techniques may be beneficially used for fact checking, even though they are applicable in a wider context.

Truth discovery is a task by which the truthfulness of facts typically found of online data sources, is assessed based on the trustworthiness of those sources. Depending on the approach, both measures can influence one another, i.e., the more truthful facts a site published, the more trustworthy it is, and vice versa. Such large knowledge bases extracted from the Web appear to be good news for journalism, as they provide more reference sources.

The textual sources for stance detection can be general claims, debates in online forums or student essays, but most work have focused on politically- or journalistically-related sources, such as congressional debates, tweets (mainly through the organization of a SemEval evaluation campaign in 2016) or news articles (the Fake News Challenge proposed in 2017 a stance detection task as a first step toward fact-checking).

Last but not least, fact checking outputs are valuable reference sources for future checks. In 2013, Washington Post’s TruthTeller project used claims manually checked by Factcheck.org; the Décodex plug-in developed by Le Monde also leverages their past fact checking analyses. ClaimBuster relies on a large set of claims manually checked through a crowd-sourced effort.

### 3.3 Reference data source analysis, integration, refinement

The availability, coverage and quality of reference data sources is crucial to the success of fact checking. We mention here areas of research work whose techniques may be beneficially used for fact checking, even though they are applicable in a wider context.
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The availability, coverage and quality of reference data sources is crucial to the success of fact checking. We mention here areas of research work whose techniques may be beneficially used for fact checking, even though they are applicable in a wider context.
ClaimBuster [31, 32] which monitors data sources such as social media, TV programs and websites, analyses the incoming stream of information and classifies claims in three categories: non-factual (e.g., opinions or subjective content); factual but not interesting (consensual, general); factual and interesting (that is, check-worthy). To train the classifier, a database of 20,000 claims annotated with these categories has been built through crowdsourcing.

Other work try to classify claims as either facts or opinions, [69] from the perspective of an opinion question answering system, [64] for research on deliberation and debate. The distinction is then made between an argument based on facts, from one appealing to feelings and emotions.

An important problem to solve on the way to mostly automated fact-checking is understanding the context in which a given claim is made, that is: identifying the time to which the claim refers, possibly the location or geographical scope, identifying the speaker etc. Indeed, a claim such as “This city’s taxes have gone up 20% since the last elections” cannot be checked without such context. These issues are also discussed in [3].

3.5 Claim accuracy assessment

The accuracy of a claim could be simply decided as a value between true and false, or (more frequently) from a multiple-values scale; also, the checking process often produces an analysis or detailed trace, which helps understand the accuracy judgment.

In DeFacto [26, 34], evidence potentially proving the claim is a text snippet found in a Web page, sufficiently close to the claim; fuzzy matching based on similar-term expansion is used to estimate this proximity. The system computes both such a support score (to which extent the proof agrees with the claim) and a trustworthiness score of the Web page comprising the proof. Trustworthiness here is understood as relevance, i.e., the focus is not on establishing a reputation for the page regardless of the query. Subsequently, a supervised machine learning (SVM) classifier is used to decide when there is sufficient evidence to consider that the fact checks. This system has a particular focus on exploiting multilingual evidence.

In the TruthTeller system previously mentioned, a natural language claim extracted from video or audio transcripts with the help of speech recognition, is compared to the previously checked ones from the reference source; a modified version of the Rabin-Karp algorithm using the Levenshtein distance is used.

In [11], authors consider claims as RDF triples, the reference source a knowledge graph such as DBPedia, and cast the task of assessing claim accuracy as a problem of finding short paths in the knowledge graph that connect the claim subject to its object. A truth (or support) value is assigned to each such path, taking into account not only the graph proximity but also the generality of the entities encountered along the path. Here, generality is defined as the number of statements (triples) to which the entity participates: a path is less significant if it passes through very general entities (e.g., Harry Potter and Napoleon are both of Male gender, Male is very general) than if it passes through a very specific one (e.g., Harry Potter and Hermione Granger both study at Hogwarts). Finally, the support of a claim is the highest support value among all paths that support that claim. A more recent study [52] also considers fact checking as a variant of link prediction, and presents a model to assess the meaning and veracity on claims under scrutiny.

ClaimBuster [31, 32] attempts to match the claims against previously checked claims from trusted repositories. If no identical or similar claim can be found, Web search engines and question answering systems such as Wolfram Alpha are leveraged to obtain evidence backing or contradicting the claim. A final step is to combine the responses obtained from this evidence gathering module into a visual interface. In a separate study, the authors show a strong correlation between the output of their system, and that claims checked by professionals at CNN and PolitiFact.

The Fast and Furious FactCheck Challenge10 proposed to classify news articles (not claims) among the categories TRUE, FALSE, SOMEWHAT TRUE and SOMEWHAT FALSE using any combination of human and automated tools; the 2016 winner states he has used NLP and other AI technologies but not much more is known.

We end this section discussing works which do not meet exactly our fact-checking definition yet come very close to it:

Les Décodeurs, the fact checking team of Le Monde11 have developed (and share as open data) a database of manual fact checks12, comprising for each claim a set of Web and social media sources having propagated it, the fact checking analysis, and the final level-of-truth classification. Next, they have developed and share in open source Décodex, a plug-in for navigators and social media like Facebook, which signals to users visiting an information source (a Web page or Facebook account) having published a checked claim, a trust score resulting from the aggregated outputs of previous fact checks over that source. Unlike the journalists who devised it, Décodex does not check fact accuracy, strictly speaking. However, its ability to rate trustworthiness makes it quite relevant to this task.

Last but not least, a closely related (and well-established) field of natural language processing is textual entailment [13], which considers the task of comparing two portions of text and deciding whether the information contained in the first one can be implied from the second. Textual entailment has never been applied explicitly to fact checking problems, but they obviously meet at some points [37]. Many evaluation campaigns and benchmarks are related to textual entailment, as well as paraphrase detection in general, among which PASCAL challenge [13], Answer Validation Exercise [71], the MSRP paraphrase corpus [15] or the SNLI corpus [10]. Most of these tasks and data represent similarity between pairs of text as a binary yes/no classification decision.

The SemEval’s Semantic Textual Similarity task [1] offers a graded and typed definition of semantic similarity, which is closer to what fact checking needs, but still focused on general information extraction or machine translation.

Some works also focus on assessing the credibility of claims [44, 45], in which case the reputation of sources with matching some topic and stance is evaluated rather than the claims themselves.

3.6 Putting claims into perspective

Even if a claim was found to be true, it may be insignificant or misleading. A typical example introduced in [66] is: a trend (say, a

---

10 https://herox.com/factcheck/
11 http://www.lemonde.fr/les-decodeurs/
12 http://s1.lemde.fr/mmpub/data/decodex/hoax/hoax_debunks.json
crime rate reduction) which truly holds over a certain interval of time, but had started long before this interval, cannot be attributed to an event at the beginning of the interval (say, someone’s election). In this example, the claim significance can be understood framing it into the perspective of a longer time interval. This idea can be generalized, e.g., when the claim uses some aggregated measure at a given granularity in a dimension: a useful perspective may be obtained considering other granularities/dimensions. General statistical and data analysis tools ranging from spreadsheets to OLAP can be used here. More generally, any element related to a claim can be used to assess the claim significance. This opens up the question of a space in which to search for such elements and efficient algorithms and pruning strategies to select such perspectives.

The pioneering work of [66] continued in [67, 68] proposes a framework enabling to formally define the notions of counter-argument (that weakens the original claim), reverse-engineering of vague claims, and claim quality. In this setting, a claim is represented as a parametrized SQL query over some trusted (relational) data sources. The search space is defined by “perturbing” the different query parameters. In addition to general meta-algorithms, the authors focus on comparisons of window aggregate claims and of time series similarity claims, for which they propose specific and efficient algorithms. Windows aggregate claims compare aggregated values computed over two different windows (for example total number of adoptions during two periods of the same duration 1996-2001 and 1990-1995). In this case, perturbations concern the size of windows and their starting time. An example of time series similarity claim is “Person A voted the same as person B x% of the time during a given period”. It requires a similarity function to compare two time series. Perturbations mainly concern the interval.

Data mining techniques are used in [5] to enlighten claims about behaviors in voting or rating contexts. The proposed solution aims at identifying groups of individuals and situations where their agreement significantly differs from usual. In this case, the search space is defined by varying patterns of the form (situation, group1, group2), each item being described using attributes.

It is sometimes difficult to draw a clear border between providing a verdict and providing additional information to assess significance. Some works proposed for the former can be used and generalized for the latter. In [33], the author introduces a model in which any fact or ontological rule can be endowed with contextual annotation, stating for instance which sources a certain fact comes from, or whether an axiom holds within a given country or period in time. This idea can be generalized, e.g., when the claim uses some aggregated measure at a given granularity in a dimension: a useful perspective may be obtained considering other granularities/dimensions. General statistical and data analysis tools ranging from spreadsheets to OLAP can be used here. More generally, any element related to a claim can be used to assess the claim significance. This opens up the question of a space in which to search for such elements and efficient algorithms and pruning strategies to select such perspectives.

The pioneering work of [66] continued in [67, 68] proposes a framework enabling to formally define the notions of counter-argument (that weakens the original claim), reverse-engineering of vague claims, and claim quality. In this setting, a claim is represented as a parametrized SQL query over some trusted (relational) data sources. The search space is defined by “perturbing” the different query parameters. In addition to general meta-algorithms, the authors focus on comparisons of window aggregate claims and of time series similarity claims, for which they propose specific and efficient algorithms. Windows aggregate claims compare aggregated values computed over two different windows (for example total number of adoptions during two periods of the same duration 1996-2001 and 1990-1995). In this case, perturbations concern the size of windows and their starting time. An example of time series similarity claim is “Person A voted the same as person B x% of the time during a given period”. It requires a similarity function to compare two time series. Perturbations mainly concern the interval.

Data mining techniques are used in [5] to enlighten claims about behaviors in voting or rating contexts. The proposed solution aims at identifying groups of individuals and situations where their agreement significantly differs from usual. In this case, the search space is defined by varying patterns of the form (situation, group1, group2), each item being described using attributes.

It is sometimes difficult to draw a clear border between providing a verdict and providing additional information to assess significance. Some works proposed for the former can be used and generalized for the latter. In [33], the author introduces a model in which any fact or ontological rule can be endowed with contextual annotation, stating for instance which sources a certain fact comes from, or whether an axiom holds within a given country or period in time. Coupling thus hard axioms with soft weighted axioms, a probability is assigned to each context, reflecting what holds in it and whether it entails a contradiction. In this model, claims are represented as conjunctive queries. For each answer to a query, a function maps each context to a score. This enables the user to witness variations in claim credibility w.r.t. to all possible contexts, rather than being providing a boolean, discrete or scalar value to assess its truth.

For claims pertaining to complex issues, system providing a more general and balanced picture of the issue can play an important role. [51] describes a debating system, which takes a claim as input (e.g. “casinos increase criminality”), crawls from a textual corpus in search for article presentation positive and negative stance to the claim, and outputs a summary of the articles for each stances.

3.7 Sharing and publishing fact checking results

An important issue is that of publishing and sharing fact checking outputs in a format that can be computationally used by other tools. DeFacto [34] envisioned sharing fact checking outputs as RDF graphs endowed with RDF provenance information, specifying which tool has checked the claim and when.

ClaimReview13 is an open community standard created by Duke in collaboration with Google and Schema.org. It enables fact checkers to annotate web content using a common vocabulary for more effective consumption. For instance, Google uses the annotations to display such fact checks in search results next to the links that are part of the normal Google search results. Technically, Schema.org is a collaborative effort to create, maintain, and promote schemas for exchanging structured data. Content organized according to a Schema.org vocabulary can be encoded in many formats, including JSON.LD (JSON linked data), microdata formats etc. The ClaimReview vocabulary comprises a claim which is of type text, and a claim review, which specializes the pre-existing Review concept from Schema.org. Further, a ClaimReview includes a review rating, and is about a CreativeWork, which can be for instance an Article, Blog, Movie etc. The integration of ClaimReview into the Schema.org vocabulary allows for interoperability with other structured (typically open) data sources.

A database-oriented perspective is taken by the Structured Journalism14 initiative, which encourages journalists to publish database items, that is, atomized pieces of structured information. Clearly, this can apply to raw data, used as input in the fact checking process, but also to its outputs. Publishing content in such a structured format eases data reuse and allows building several stories by selecting different subsets of the data and focusing on different trends.

As already pointed out, several human-powered fact checking platforms such as FactCheck.org and PolitFact already provide API access, and their output is already used by several other tools. Among automated systems ClaimBuster mentioned above, also provides access to their fact checking outputs. CJWorkbench, already mentioned, claims to enable the sharing of prior work for reuse in similar settings, for instance adapting a voter fraud analysis done on a local election in Texas to a different election in California.

4 PERSPECTIVES

Having completed our study of existing systems, tools and methods, we consider the future. Section 4.1 outlines open issues to be addressed for fact checking, in particular automated techniques, to gain in efficiency and effectiveness. Section 4.2 discusses features of an “ideal” fact check management system, a (so far) inexistent system, specifically designed to support fact checking work.

4.1 Needs and open problems

Progress in several areas is needed to facilitate and empower the development of automated fact checking tools. On the research side, the following steps could be taken:

13https://www.blog.google/products/search/fact-check-now-available-google-search-and-news-around-world/
14https://reporterstlab.org/structured-journalism/
Develop pluridisciplinarity. For several years, interactions between computer scientists and journalists have been extremely fruitful for both sides [14]: discussing with computer scientists can give journalists access to powerful tools for discovering and exposing the truth. This principle is also stated in a recent white paper from the American Press Institute [28] and cognitive sciences also have valuable contributions to bring in order to help devise psychologically effective fact-checking tools. This is not a one-way lane, though: computer science research, and in particular content management, stands to benefit greatly from innovative applications with a strong social impact.

Establish theoretical foundations. To the best of our knowledge, there have not yet been any attempts at establishing theoretical foundations for the computational fact checking task. Such foundations would be a valuable yardstick to validate the well-formness of approaches, evaluate their coverage and efficiency, and compare their capabilities. Such foundations should provide widely accepted formal definitions for the (canonical) problems in the area, complexity results on those problems, means to solve the most complex ones with approximation guarantees, etc.

Improve transparency. Transparency is a key issue to reach trust. A fact check result should provide answers to common questions such as the reasons for the choice of the claim, who are the fact checkers, the list of used sources with means to evaluate their relevance and credibility, the methodology and tools used. Ideally, the fact check should be reproducible and made available by a neutral entity where everyone can share, analyze, comment, etc.

Ensure explainability. The automatic approaches used in the process of fact checking can be many and complex. They will use many sources, possibly in different languages and complicated structured formats; they will also trigger different kinds of complex algorithms, such as machine learning techniques, most of which building numerical models that behave as black boxes. This raises the question of explainability and interpretability of the results: any system aiming at supporting the journalist or the citizen to make a decision should have an "explain facility".

Develop collaborative tools. Collaboration may range from simple exchanges of trusted data or previous fact checks to coordinated work to face difficult investigations. Furthermore, when fact checkers are of different sensibilities, result credibility improves because it is more difficult to think that a claim has been chosen and treated in a partisan way. CrossCheck is such a collaborative fact checking project; collaboration empowered by content management tools is a strong trend in journalism as large, promoted by organizations such as the ICJJ.

Standardize. The introduction of standard fact check formats such as ClaimReview (Section 3.7) is a first step toward standardization, however more standards are needed to cover additional elements (protocols, tools...) used all along the fact checking process (data cleaning, data integration, computations etc.)

15A striking recent example is an analysis of the way Wisconsin voting districts are drawn (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/06/opinion/sunday/computers-gerrymandering-wisconsin.html), highlighting the (very) low probability that they may result from an "honest" design. In the article's words, "it's math versus math, with democracy at stake".

16https://crosscheck.firstdraftnews.com/

17International Consortium of Investigative Journalists, behind the Panama Papers and other such high-profile international investigations.

Other steps towards improving the usefulness and effectiveness of fact checking, automated or otherwise, concern journalists and/or the society at large; technology, such as content management tools, could contribute solutions. The most significant ones include:

(a) Adapt the delivery of fact checking results. The problem has several linked facets. One is time. On the one hand, it is sometimes important to quickly react to attempt to stop viral dissemination of misinformation. On the other hand, it is also important to take time to provide sharper arguments. The good balance has to be found. A second facet is formulation of the result: a frontal attack on one's convictions and beliefs is not likely to convince him or her. These were mentioned in Section 2.3, when discussing the limits on the effectiveness of manual fact checking; any automated technique must address the same issues. A third facet is the choice of the best media for fact-checking to reach each group of audience.

(b) Focus more on issues than on claims. An individual claim may be true or false, but newsworthy questions are usually broader than just a claim. For instance, a misleading statement about the criminal activity of refugees in the countries receiving them, participates to a larger discussion about immigration and the way different political parties argue it should be handled. Thus, effective fact checking should focus more broadly on issues, as noted also in [28]. Existing work on putting claims into perspective (Section 3.6) is a first step in this direction.

(c) Engage and entertain the audience. Fact checking success is (also) judged by the audience it can gather and retain. Journalists’ talent in making stories out of data-backed proofs needs to be deployed in novel ways, e.g. in “live” mode during political events; this requires near-instant answer from reference source search and claim accuracy checking tools. Journalism at large (and fact checking in particular) may also appeal to users through innovative Web-based media such as interactive, structured data exploration components, embedded inside Web pages. Fact checking components designed directly as plug-ins for social media are another example of journalism moving where the audience is; content management tools are typical tools leveraged in the development of such plug-ins.

(d) Educate. Just as computer literacy is gaining ground through its presence in school curricula, data literacy, envisioned as a set of math and statistic skills, can spread through dedicated education modules at all levels; understanding the way media and communication works can give the public further tools to discern manipulation, statistic or otherwise.

4.2 Towards a fact check management system

From our identified fact checking tasks, the analysis of existing works and techniques, as well as the needs and desiderata outlined above, we can derive the functionalities of an "ideal" fact check management system (FCMS), that is, a content management system (CMS) tailored to the needs and uses that fact checking entails:

Data storage. The FCMS should be capable of storing data sources in various formats, such as they come in journalists’ hands:
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- See e.g. the course “Calling BS: Data Reasoning in a Digital World” created at U. Washington, http://callingbullshit.org/syllabus.html
PDF, structured text, JSON, CSV, relational databases etc. Automatically detecting the data type and relying on an appropriate system to store each kind of data (or simply a file system when nothing more is available) would simplify users’ experience. Automatic back-up mechanisms e.g. toward a cloud-storage account would prevent accidental loss of data and allow data reuse. Surprising as it may seem, data used in investigations is not always saved persistently by journalists; an acceptable CMS must make the storage and retrieval experience as smooth as possible.

Data matching, linking and integration. The FCMS should allow users to identify connections between independently produced data sources, so that they can be exploited together. Many techniques developed for data integration and for Linked Data production can be applied here. Data processing functionalities as described in this and the previous item are especially important if the FCMS is to support gathering information and checking/investigating broader issues, as discussed in Section 4.1, point b.

NLP: large and small. As shown throughout this paper, NLP techniques are crucial for working with text, the predominant form of information sharing today. Building highly accurate NLP tools for very specific tasks is and will probably stay out of reach for non-specialists for a while. However, basic NLP functionalities such as named entity recognition from a knowledge base or structured database, transforming documents in bag of words, enhancing it through synonyms and close terms etc. are by now well understood and well supported by tools including open-source ones. They need to be made available and easy to integrate within the FCMS.

Time management. Being able to trace the data and its evolution is important for accuracy, transparency, reproducibility. FCMS should be able to record and permanently store various pieces of time information such as: data creation time stamp (immutable publication date of an article or a dataset), acquisition times (can be repeated several times as the data evolves), statement date (when people made a certain statement etc.) Any kind of data is concerned including results of fact check.

Fact and validity time. Facts and events almost all have a limited period of validity. This information can be explicit in the dataset (e.g. a knowledge base gives the starting and ending dates of World War I, or the period where W. Churchill was Prime Minister of the U.K. [60]); but it may need to be inferred from the different snapshots or versions of a same dataset, e.g., a list of Twitter accounts of all ministers is not time-stamped, but evolves with time. In order to understand when a claim is or is not valid, and to ensure not to lose any information through time, all facts should be associated with a validity time, and all query languages and systems should be able to handle it.

Data quality management. This point encompasses all the tools for managing the life cycle of reference sources and fact checks. This is related to provenance and lineage management which enable to trace what data and operations are involved in producing a given result (data, fact check...).

Support for reproducibility. In some way, fact checking may be seen as a scientific or forensic work, for which reproducibility is needed. Ideally, it should be able to record the trace of a fact checking effort so that one could “replay” it on the same inputs with the same tool, and get the same result.

Modularity. Using today’s technology, the processes involved in fact-checked are extremely time consuming. The FCMS should be designed from the start with modularity and reuse in mind, so that claim analysis pipelines can be easily built and their components re-used. This will offer a great advantage over “one-off” systems.

Compliance with the standards. The FCMS should adopt all standards of the trade and be open in the export and sharing of its inputs and outputs.

5 CONCLUSION

This work provides a characterization of automated fact checking as a content management problem, drawing from data and knowledge management, natural language processing and information retrieval; machine learning is also leveraged for many of the tasks involved. Based on this characterization, we have identified the main tasks involved, and surveyed existing content management tools and techniques which have and/or could be used to implement the tasks. While we found the area generates a lot of excitement and many works have been put forward, most efforts are currently quite disparate, thus a main goal of our analysis has been to classify, compare, and see how current techniques could fit together. We identified a set of areas where we believe more content management research should be invested to help automated fact checking advance, and described a blueprint architecture for an ideal fact check management system; we view it as a frame for assembling (and thinking about) research efforts currently ongoing in the area.
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